SOCIAL DISTANCING

We will maintain at least 6 feet of social distance while you’re inside and will limit the total occupancy to maintain enforcement.

CHECK-IN

Upon arrival, our CC Team members follow a strict check-in protocol which includes taking their temperature. Anyone who does not feel well will be sent home.

HAND WASHING

Our CC Team is required to frequently wash their hands and/or use hand sanitizer while in the showroom.

FACIAL COVERINGS

We believe “wearing is caring.” Our entire CC team is required to wear facial coverings and respectfully ask our customers to do the same. If you do not have a mask one will be provided for you.

ENHANCED CLEANING MEASURES

We are observing elevated cleaning protocols inside our showroom which meet or exceed public health guidelines.

The health and safety of our customers and employees is our highest priority.

We have implemented the following TouchLessService protocols inside our showrooms and appreciate your partnership in helping keep our communities safe.
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